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Abstract. Most security protocols appearing in the literature make use
of cryptographic primitives that assume that the participants have access
to some sort of computational device.
However, there are times when there is need for a security mechanism
to evaluate some result without leaking sensitive information, but computational devices are unavailable. We discuss here various protocols for
solving cryptographic problems using everyday objects: coins, dice, cards,
and envelopes.
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Introduction

The last forty years have seen an explosion in the number of cryptographic
techniques we have at our disposal: as well as symmetric encryption, we now
have asymmetric encryption, hash functions, Diffie-Hellman key exchange, zero
knowledge proofs, homomorphic encryption, threshold encryption, digital signatures, blinding, and many others. This has led to a wide range of applications
that would previously have been impossible: electronic cash, electronic voting,
electronic contract signing, encrypted searches on encrypted data, and so on.
These techniques are entirely appropriate when there is a demand for high
security and computational power is readily available. However, sometimes the
need arises for something more mundane: a security protocol that can be run on
the spot, with no advance planning, and with no electronic computational capabilities available. This paper deals with such situations. We describe mechanisms
for running simple cryptographic protocols using everyday objects.
Usually in such situations the security requirements are less strict than in an
electronic setting. For this reason, some of the protocols that we will consider
will be treated under the honest-but-curious model, in which all participants are
assumed to obey the rules of the protocol, but will happily use all information
available to deduce others’ secrets wherever possible. Some of the protocols,
however, will be secure even under a stronger adversarial model.
There is an important sense, however, in which the protocols presented here
give security guarantees that are even stronger than most protocols that use the
techniques mentioned above: they do not rely on assumed hard problems, but
are information-theoretically secure.

As well as describing the protocols and their properties, we will show how to
construct a formal proof that two of the protocols meet their claimed properties,
by modelling the protocols in CSP [5, 6].
The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 contains a brief introduction
to CSP, which will be needed for the formal modelling later in the paper. In
Section 3 we will discuss Chaum’s dining cryptographers protocol that uses coins,
and give an extension of it. Section 4 then considers a dating protocol attributed
to Bennett that uses playing cards, and extends it to a three-player unanimity
protocol; it then uses CSP to prove that these protocols provide the desired
properties. Then in Section 5 we will look at the Secret Santa problem, and give
a solution that uses envelopes. Finally in Section 6 we will sum up and draw
conclusions.
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CSP background

CSP describes systems in terms of processes, which interact by means of synchronising on events. The set of all events that a process P can engage in is
called its alphabet, written αP . Events can be structured, for example place.i .x
may represent a player placing a card x at position i ; in general, c.v represents
value v passing on channel c. The set {|c|} denotes the set of all events of the
form c.v . The set of all events is denoted Σ.
The CSP language is used to describe processes. Stop A represents the process
with alphabet A that cannot engage in any events; A may be omitted when it
is clear from the context. Process a → P initially performs a, and subsequently
behaves as P . The input process c?x : S → P (x ) can receive a value x ∈ S
on channel c, and then behave as P (x ). The set S can also be expressed as a
predicate. The output process c!v → P outputs value v along channel c, and
then behaves as P . # Pi is an internal choice: the process decides which of the
i
Pi to behave as. It also admits a binary form P # Q. P ! Q offers an external
choice: it is prepared to behave as either P or Q, and the choice is resolved by its
environment. $ Pi is the ‘alphabet parallel’ composition of the Pi . Occurrence
i
of any event a requires the synchronous participation of all processes which have
a in their alphabet. This operator also has a binary form P $ Q. In the ‘interface
parallel’ composition P $ Q, P and Q must synchronise on all events in X , but
X

perform other events independently. P \ A behaves as P but with all events
from the set A hidden and performed internally. Process definitions take the
form N = P , and can be recursive (i.e., the definition of P contains N ). N can
also be parameterised.
CSP has several semantic models, which are appropriate for capturing different aspects of process behaviour. In this paper we use the Failures/Divergences
model, since that is the strongest model for finite-state processes. Full details of
this model can be found in [5, 6]. For the purposes of this paper, it suffices to
note the following:
– Refinement: if an observer who sees Q cannot tell that it is not P then we
say that P is refined by Q, written ‘P %FD Q’.

– Observational equivalence: if P %FD Q and Q %FD P , then an observer cannot tell the difference between P and Q, and we say that they are equivalent,
written ‘P =FD Q’.
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Coins and Dice: Dining Cryptographers

One of the most discussed protocols that uses everyday objects is Chaum’s solution to the dining cryptographers problem [1].
There are n cryptographers having dinner (n > 2) round a circular table,
and their company has either chosen one of them to pay the bill, or has decided
to cover the bill itself. If the former, then the ‘lucky’ cryptographer has been
notified. The cryptographers want to determine whether the company is paying
or not, without revealing any information about which cryptographer is paying
in the event that the company is not.
Chaum’s solution runs as follows. Each pair of adjacent cryptographers tosses
a coin so that those two can see the result but the others cannot. Each cryptographer then reports to the group whether the two coins he saw gave the same
result; he is required to tell the truth if he is not paying the bill, but to lie if he
is paying.
Because the coin state must change an even number of times in a complete
circuit of the table, the number of cryptographers reporting that the coins are
different will be even if all tell the truth. If the cryptographers are honest (that
is, if they obey the protocol), then the number reporting a difference will be odd
if and only if one cryptographer is paying the bill.
3.1

Extending to multiple payers

Let us suppose that the company may have chosen more than one cryptographer
to pay the bill. How can they extend the protocol to allow for this?
If they have dice available, this can be easily accomplished. The dice are
simply a means of choosing a number from a uniform distribution over Z6 , just
as a coin chooses uniformly from Z2 ; we will describe the protocol using six-sided
dice and make the assumption that the number paying is no more than 5, but
if this threshold is not enough then the random numbers could be chosen using,
for example, a pack of cards.
To extend the protocol, each pair of adjacent cryptographers should throw a
die, again so that only they can see the result. Each cryptographer reports the
result of L − R + p modulo 6, where L is the die he sees on the left, R is the
die he sees to his right, and p is 0 if he is not paying, and 1 if he is. Each die
will be added once and subtracted once, so that the sum of the reported values,
modulo 6, gives the number of cryptographers who are paying.
Like Chaum’s original protocol, this protocol assumes that the cryptographers are honest but curious: if they are able to determine more than they
should from the information available to them, then they will do so; but they
will always follow the protocol correctly.
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Cards: Unanimity and Vetoes

Charles Bennett [8] describes a dating protocol. Alice and Bob wish to determine
whether they both want to go on a date; but they want to avoid the embarrassing
situation in which one of them does not want to go on a date, but knows that the
other would have liked to do so. Essentially they need a two-player veto protocol:
they want to compute whether at least one has vetoed the date, without revealing
any further information.
Bennett’s solution uses playing cards. It relies on having five cards, all indistinguishable from the back; when revealed, the five cards should divide into
identical triplets and identical twins. Normal packs of cards are therefore not
well suited to this; we shall shortly describe a way of using business cards to get
round this problem, but for now we shall assume that they have three of the
Queen of Clubs and two of the King of Hearts, all with the same back.
Figure 1(a) shows the starting point. A Queen is laid down, face up; Alice

(a) Players’ cards hidden

(b) Vetoed, after rotating

Fig. 1. Bennett’s dating protocol

lays two cards face down in the spaces on the left, and Bob lays two cards face
down in the spaces on the right. Each has a King and a Queen; to veto, the King
is placed next to the fixed Queen, and to vote in favour, the Queen is placed
next to the fixed Queen so that the King is at the bottom of the circle. The key
point to observe is that if neither has vetoed then the two Kings are adjacent to
each other, but if either has vetoed then they are not.
The fixed Queen is now turned face down. They now need to rotate the circle
of cards, keeping the order intact, so that neither of them knows how much it
has been rotated. The easiest way to do this is for one of them to pick the cards
up in a clockwise fashion, arranging them into a deck; each of them can then

repeatedly cut the deck until they are both satisfied that it has been sufficiently
rotated; then the cards can be laid out again, and turned face up.
There are only two possible results: either the two Kings are adjacent (in
which case neither of them vetoed) or the two Kings are not adjacent (in which
case at least one of them vetoed). Figure 1(b) shows the result following a veto.
4.1

Unanimity for three players

We show how to use a similar idea to construct a unanimity protocol for three
players. They will use the protocol to determine whether they all agree on the
point at issue; if they do not all agree, then they will not discover who stands
alone against the other two. This is useful in situations where eventual consensus
is required, but there is a danger that voters might be unduly influenced by
knowledge of the other votes.
The protocol itself will not distinguish unanimous assent from unanimous
dissent; but, of course, once unanimity has been established, each player will
know which way the unanimity went, because he knows his own vote.
In this case, we need six cards, in three identical triplets. We will continue to
use playing cards to describe the protocol, for ease of exposition; but it is worth
noting that the same effect can be easily achieved using six identical business
cards. They can be turned into three triplets either by carefully marking the
front of three of them in one corner, or by using the orientation of the card to
encode what we will call ‘King’ or ‘Queen’. Needless to say, one needs to pick
up and lay down the cards carefully to avoid destroying the orientation.
Figure 2(a) shows the starting point. The cards should all be indistinguishable

(a) Cards hidden

(b) Unanimous, rotated

(c) Not unanimous, rotated

Fig. 2. Three-player unanimity protocol

when face down, but we have drawn different patterns on the backs to show which
player uses which cards.
The three players are sitting at 6 o’clock, 10 o’clock and 2 o’clock. Each
controls the card in front of him, and the card diametrically opposite. To vote in

favour, he places the King face down immediately in front of him and the Queen
face down opposite; to vote against, he places the Queen in front and the King
opposite.
As in the dating protocol, the cards are collected, repeatedly cut and laid
out again, maintaining the order but applying a random rotation.
Again, there are only two possible results3 . Either the cards alternate, in
which case there was unanimity (everyone voted in favour, or everyone voted
against); or the three Kings are next to each other and so are the three Queens,
in which case there was no unanimity.
The dating protocol and the unanimity protocol do not require honesty on the
part of the participants, on the assumption that they cannot cheat undetectably
when cutting the deck. They do require careful phrasing of their properties,
however. In the dating protocol, for instance, we can conclude that Alice gains
no information about Bob’s vote if she decides to veto; but this is not quite the
same as saying that Alice gains no information about whether Bob wants to go
on a date if she does not want to, because their votes might not express their
true preferences.
4.2

Formal modelling

We show here how to construct a formal proof of correctness of the dating
protocol and the unanimity protocol. We have modelled both protocols in CSP,
and proven them correct using the FDR model checker [3]. The full code for both
appears in Appendix A; what follows is an overview. Figure 3 contains the CSP
for the most important parts of the model of the dating protocol; the unanimity
protocol is very similar and uses much of the same code.
Each player will decide whether to accept or veto, and will then place his
cards down accordingly. The places are numbered anticlockwise, with 0 being
the fixed Queen; player 1 uses places 1 and 2, and player 2 uses places 3 and 4.
(In the machine-readable code, we have constructed the player processes from
generic parametric player processes so as to make as much code as possible
common to the two protocols, but for clarity we here give the expanded version
of the player processes.)
The card collection process is defined in terms of a helper process that takes
three parameters: the cards already on the table, the number of cards to pick
up, and the starting position of the first pick-up. The details are in Appendix A;
the process will eventually build a sequence of five cards, and then pass that
sequence to the ANNOUNCE process.
ANNOUNCE is also defined in terms of a helper process whose full details
appear in the appendix. It first constructs all possible rotated versions of the
input sequence; then it chooses one non-deterministically, and outputs it on
3

There is a third possible arrangement of three Kings and three Queens: KKQQKQ.
However, this state is not reachable, since it necessitates having two Kings opposite
each other and two Queens opposite each other, implying that two players did not
follow the protocol.

P 1 DATE = accept.1 → place.1.Q → place.2.K → Stop
! veto.1 → place.1.K → place.2.Q → Stop

P 2 DATE = accept.2 → place.3.K → place.4.Q → Stop
! veto.2 → place.3.Q → place.4.K → Stop

COLLECT CARDS DATE = COLLECTING("Q#, 4, 1)
ANNOUNCE (xs) = ANNOUNCEF ROM (allrots(xs))
DATE SYSTEM = (P 1 DATE ||| P 2 DATE )
$
{|place.x |x ∈{1..4}|}

COLLECT CARDS DATE
P 2 EVENTS = {| accept.2, veto.2, place.3, place.4 |}
$
CONTROLS (choices))

P 1 DATE VIEW (choices) = (DATE SYSTEM

{|accept,veto|}

\ P 2 EVENTS
Fig. 3. CSP code for the dating protocol

channel announce. Thus ANNOUNCE ('Q, K , K () may output any of 'Q, K , K (,
'K , Q, K (, and 'K , K , Q(.
The whole system is then the interleaved combination of the two players, put
in parallel with the card collector.
We will check that if player 1 vetoes, he cannot tell whether player 2 also
vetoed. We start by constructing player 1’s view of the system, and set things
up using a helper process CONTROLS that allows us to specify how the two
players vote. The process P 1 DATE VIEW ('x , y() represents player 1’s view
of the system when player 1 and 2 cast votes x and y respectively, where 0
represents acceptance and 1 represents a veto.
The check that the system satisfies the required property is then
P 1 DATE VIEW ('0, 0() =FD P 1 DATE VIEW ('0, 1()
which FDR confirms to be the case.
The model of the unanimity protocol is similar, but we have chosen this
time to analyse it from the point of view of an external observer, who should be
able to tell the difference between unanimity and lack of it, but not distinguish
unanimous assent from unanimous dissent. By a similar line of reasoning, we
construct a process EXT UNANIM VIEW , and verify using FDR that
EXT UNANIM VIEW ('0, 0, 0() =FD EXT UNANIM VIEW ('1, 1, 1()
and that
EXT UNANIM VIEW ('a, b, c() =FD EXT UNANIM VIEW ('d , e, f ()
whenever {a, b, c} = {d , e, f } = {0, 1}. A final check that
EXT UNANIM VIEW ('0, 0, 0() )=FD EXT UNANIM VIEW ('0, 0, 1()
shows that the the two equivalence classes are different.
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Envelopes: Secret Santa

The Secret Santa problem centres round a group of friends who wish to allocate
gift-buying responsibilities so that each friend gives a gift to one other friend, and
receives a gift from one other friend. They want to arrange these responsibilities
so that no one knows anything about the assignments other than the name of
the friend for which he should be buying a gift.
One traditional way of assigning these responsibilities is by drawing names
out of a hat. However, this can be tedious because of the requirement that no
one should have to buy a present for himself; every time someone draws his own
name from the hat, the protocol needs to be restarted.
Mauw, Radomirović and Ryan discuss this problem, and provide a solution [4]. Their algorithm gives an arbitrary derangement, so that it is guaranteed

that no one is assigned to buy a gift for himself; it does not make any further
restrictions on the nature of the assignments.
However, one of their protocols requires ElGamal [2], and the other requires a
fully homomorphic encryption system. Their protocols are thus suitable for those
with some planning, some expertise and access to computational assistance, but
not to a group of friends without access to computers.
Here we present an alternative solution, which does not lower the security
requirements, and does not require anything beyond card, envelopes and pens.
5.1

The Father Cryptmas Protocol

Each participant should be given a piece of card and an envelope. The card and
envelope should be thick enough that something can be written on the front
without being visible from the back.
The participants each sign the piece of card, and sign the front of the envelope, and then insert the card into the envelope so that the name is facing
forward, and close the envelope without sealing it. The envelopes are collected,
face down, and shuffled until everyone is happy that the envelopes are in a random order known to no one. The envelopes are then laid out, face down, in a
circle, and carefully opened without revealing the names on the envelopes or on
the card. Each piece of card is then slid out of the envelope, and moved round one
place in a clockwise direction, and inserted into its new envelope (see Figure 4).
The envelopes are now sealed, collected again, and shuffled again.

Fig. 4. Father Cryptmas: moving the pieces of card

Now each envelope is given to the participant whose signature appears on
the front. Each participant buys a gift for the person whose signature appears
on the card inside.
This is secure even with dishonest participants, provided that the physical
signatures can be verified. Its only disadvantage over cryptographic solutions is

that it produces a cycle rather than an arbitrary derangement; for most purposes,
and especially Secret Santa set-ups in which the donor’s name is revealed at
present-giving time, this may in fact be an advantage (since it avoids cycles of
length 2, with consequent annoyance on the part of the one who bought the
better present).
5.2

The Faster Crassmas Protocol

There is a simplification of the protocol, suitable for Scrooges. It ensures exact
parity of the value of the presents purchased, and saves the tedium of going out
to buy the presents. Each participant signs an envelope, and inserts a £5 note
into it, and closes the envelope without sealing it. The envelopes are shuffled,
face down, as before. They are then arranged in a circle, and the £5 notes are
slid out, moved round one place, and inserted into their new envelopes. The
envelopes are closed, shuffled, and distributed according to the names on the
front. Now each person has received £5 from another participant, but will not
know which participant.
Of course, in this protocol, nor do participants know to whom they have
given £5. If this knowledge is desirable, it can be fixed by also inserting signed
pieces of card as before; the pieces of card move in the opposite direction to the
money. Now each participant will receive £5 from an anonymous donor, and will
have given £5 to the participant named on the piece of card.
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Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented several cryptographic protocols that can be
performed using everyday objects and no electronic assistance. These protocols
are suitable for situations in which the need for such a protocol arises with no
advance planning, and no computational power available.
We have also shown how to construct a formal proof of correctness of the two
playing-card protocols, using CSP and FDR. Such formal proofs give confidence
that the protocols provide the guarantees they are intended to provide.
It would be interesting to find ways of generalizing the results of Section 4
to include an arbitrary number of players. This seems difficult: our attempts to
increase the number of players to four seem to give too many possible equivalence
classes of states, and thus too much information leakage. There are possible
ways round this that involve techniques to fuse some of the equivalence classes
together. One promising line is to use cards with arrows drawn on the underside:
this gives a new primitive operation of reversing the arrow without reading it.
Extending the dining cryptographers protocols to cover vetoes is another
interesting angle of enquiry. One method here is to ask each player to report
L − R if not vetoing, and a random x ∈ Z6 if wanting to veto. If at least one
person vetoes, this will return a non-zero group result with probability 56 ; if
the group result is zero then this could have come from random submissions
that cancel, so repeated runs are needed to give increasing assurance that the

result really is zero. However, this does leak information: if a player vetoes by
submitting x , and the group result is not x , then he knows that someone else
also cast a veto.
One interesting piece of tangentially related work is Schneier’s Solitaire [7], a
cryptosystem popularised in [9] that uses a pack of cards to generate a keystream
in the form of a pseudo-random sequence of alphabet characters. This can be used
to encrypt (or decrypt) any message in the usual way: by adding (or subtracting)
each element of the keystream and the message modulo 26. The shared key is
the initial configuration of cards. The scheme is designed to be secure against
cryptanalysis, though in fact some bias has been found in the pseudo random
stream, where values repeat more often than they should by chance.
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A

Code for the dating and unanimity protocols

-- The maximum number of cards we ’ ll be using
MAXLEN = 6
-- Some functional programming to allow us to construct
-- equivalence classes under rotation
inseq (x , < >) =
inseq (x , <y >^ ys ) =
x == y
inseq (x , ys )
rotateseq ( < >) = <>
rotateseq ( <x >^ xs ) = xs ^ <x >
makerots ( < xs >^ xss ) =
newxs = rotateseq ( xs )
inseq ( newxs , < xs >^ xss )

<xs >^ xss
makerots ( < newxs >^ < xs >^ xss )
-- Now allrots ( <K ,Q ,Q ,K ,K >) gives the set of all sequences
-- that are equivalent to KQQKK under rotation
allrots ( xs ) = makerots ( < xs >)
-- SEQS is the set of all seqs of K / Q up to max length
makeseqs (S ,0) = S
makeseqs (S , n ) = makeseqs ({ <K >^ xs , <Q >^ xs , xs | xs <- S } ,n -1)
SEQS = makeseqs ({ < >} , MAXLEN )
CARD = K | Q
PLAYERS = {0.. MAXLEN }
PLACES = {0.. MAXLEN }
announce : SEQS
rotate
place : PLACES . CARD
accept : PLAYERS
veto : PLAYERS
-- ANNOUNCE will non - deterministically choose something
-- from all sequences in the same equivalence class as xs ,
-- and announce it
ANNOUNCE ( xs ) = ANNOUNCE_FROM ( allrots ( xs ))
ANNOUNCE_FROM ( xss ) = |~| xs :
( xss ) @ announce ! xs -> STOP
COLLECTING ( xs ,0 , cur ) = rotate -> ANNOUNCE ( xs )
COLLECTING ( xs , remain , cur ) =
place . cur ? X -> COLLECTING ( xs ^ <X > , remain -1 , cur +1)
-- We collect up the cards , and announce the result
COLLECT_CARDS_DATE = COLLECTING ( <Q > ,4 ,1)
COLLECT_CARDS_UNANIM = COLLECTING ( < > ,6 ,0)
-- A generic player accepts by a =K , b = Q or vetoes by a =Q , b = K
-- We need to make sure that the cards are placed in the
-- right order for collection
GE NE RI C_P LA YE R_O RD ER ED (n ,a ,b , <x ,y >) =
accept . n -> place . a . x -> place . b . y -> STOP
[] veto . n
-> place . a . y -> place . b . x -> STOP
GENERIC_PLAYER (n ,a , b ) =
a<b
GE NE RI C_P LA YE R_O RD ER ED (n ,a ,b , <K ,Q >)
GE NE RI C_P LA YE R_O RD ER ED (n ,b ,a , <Q ,K >)
-- The players in the dating protocol

P1_DATE = GENERIC_PLAYER (1 ,2 ,1)
P2_DATE = GENERIC_PLAYER (2 ,3 ,4)
-- The overall system running the dating protocol
DATE_SYSTEM = ( P1_DATE ||| P2_DATE )
[|{| place . x | x <- {1..4}|}|]
COLLECT_CARDS_DATE
-- CONTROL (n , x ) gives a way of forcing Pn to accept or veto
-- CONTROLS ( xs ) determines the votes for all players
CONTROL (n ,0) = accept . n -> STOP
CONTROL (n ,1) = veto . n -> STOP
CONTROL_BUILD (_ , < >) = STOP
CONTROL_BUILD (n , <x >^ xs ) =
CONTROL (n , x ) ||| CONTROL_BUILD ( n +1 , xs )
CONTROLS ( xs ) = CONTROL_BUILD (1 , xs )
-- This is P1 ’ s view of the dating protocol
P2_EVENTS = {| accept .2 , veto .2 , place .3 , place .4|}
P1_DATE_VIEW ( choices ) =
( DATE_SYSTEM [|{| accept , veto |}|] CONTROLS ( choices ))
\ P2_EVENTS
-- P1 ’ s view , if he vetoes , should be the same
-- regardless of what P2 does
-- These checks succeed
P1_DATE_VIEW ( <1 ,0 >) [ FD = P1_DATE_VIEW ( <1 ,1 >)
P1_DATE_VIEW ( <1 ,1 >) [ FD = P1_DATE_VIEW ( <1 ,0 >)
-- On the other hand , if he accepts , he can tell
-- the difference
-- These checks fail
P1_DATE_VIEW ( <0 ,0 >) [ FD = P1_DATE_VIEW ( <0 ,1 >)
P1_DATE_VIEW ( <0 ,1 >) [ FD = P1_DATE_VIEW ( <0 ,0 >)
-- The players in the three - party unanimity protocol
P1_UNANIM = GENERIC_PLAYER (1 ,0 ,3)
P2_UNANIM = GENERIC_PLAYER (2 ,2 ,5)
P3_UNANIM = GENERIC_PLAYER (3 ,4 ,1)
-- The overall system running the unanimity protocol
UNANIM_SYSTEM = ( P1_UNANIM ||| P2_UNANIM ||| P3_UNANIM )
[|{| place |}|]
C O L L E CT_CARDS_UNANIM
-- We ’ ll analyze this from the view of an external observer
-- Only the rotation and result are visible
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( choices ) =
( UNANIM_SYSTEM [|{| accept , veto |}|] CONTROLS ( choices ))
\ {| accept , veto , place |}

-----

We want to say that unanimity looks the same ,
and everything non - unanimous looks the same .
There are two unanimous possibilities
These checks succeed
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,0 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,1 ,1 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,1 ,1 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,0 >)

-----

The six non - unanimous possibilities can be put in a
refinement cycle
These checks show that all the processes are equivalent
These checks succeed
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,1 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,1 ,0 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,1 ,0 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,1 ,1 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,1 ,1 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,0 ,0 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,0 ,0 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,0 ,1 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,0 ,1 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,1 ,0 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <1 ,1 ,0 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,1 >)

-----

Finally , the following assertion shows that the two
equivalence classes are different
Unanimity and non - unanimity look different
These two checks fail
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,0 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,1 >)
EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,1 >) [ FD = EXT_UNANIM_VIEW ( <0 ,0 ,0 >)

